Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Insect pests are a major biotic constraint on rice production. The brown planthopper (BPH), *Nilaparvata lugens* (Stål) (Homoptera: Delphacidae), is one of the most serious and destructive pests of rice (*Oryza sativa* L.), and can be found throughout the rice-growing areas of Asia, where it causes significant yield losses every year in susceptible cultivars (Khush [@CR19]; Sogawa et al. [@CR39]). Heavy infestations cause complete drying and plant death, a condition known as "hopper burn".

The severe damage and frequent outbreaks of BPH, along with the hazardous effects of pesticides, have prompted researchers to seek BPH-resistant germplasm from various sources and to utilize the resistance genes for rice improvement. Simple sequence repeat (SSR) marker loci are widely distributed in the rice genome and can be easily analyzed using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR; McCouch et al. [@CR24]). Thus, SSR markers have been extensively used to map rice loci for disease and BPH resistance (Chen et al. [@CR2]; Gu et al. [@CR7]; Jairin et al. [@CR13]; Jena et al. [@CR17]; Sun et al. [@CR42]; Yang et al. [@CR50]). To date, more than 24 major BPH-resistance genes have been reported in *indica* cultivars and five wild *Oryza* species (*O. australiensis*, *O. eichingeri*, *O. latifolia*, *O. officinalis*, and *O. minuta*)*.* Several of the BPH-resistance genes have been assigned to rice chromosomes 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12 (Jena and Kim [@CR16]).

However, the BPH resistance controlled by these major genes is not durable. Resistance conferred by *Bph1* and *bph2* has already been overcome by BPH biotypes 2 and 3, respectively (Pathak and Heinrichs [@CR31]; Tanaka and Matsumura [@CR45]). Four BPH biotypes have been identified by the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI). Biotype 1, a BPH population collected from various places in the Philippines and maintained at IRRI, is a general biotype that can survive on susceptible rice cultivars; biotype 2 can also survive on plants that carry *Bph1*, such as the cultivars Mudgo and IR26; and biotype 3 can also survive on plants carrying *bph2*, such as the cultivars ASD7, Ptb21, and IR32 (IRRI [@CR11]). Biotype 4, from South India, can survive on plants carrying *Bph1* or *bph2* and has a different reaction pattern on resistant cultivars from those of the BPH biotypes maintained at IRRI (Velusamy et al. [@CR47]). Biotypes 1, 2, and 3 are widely distributed in southeastern and eastern Asia, whereas biotype 4 occurs only in the Indian subcontinent (Khush and Brar [@CR20]). Changes in insect biotypes and disease races are a continued threat to increased rice production. There is thus an urgent need to identify and introduce new genes for BPH resistance from diverse sources into rice.

We previously reported that highly resistant cultivars carried multiple genes for BPH resistance (Sonoda et al. [@CR40]). The objectives of the present study were to (1) determine the genetic basis of the resistance derived from an Indian cultivar, ADR52 by quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis (2) perform more detailed mapping of two candidate loci for BPH resistance, and (3) characterize the resistance to the most recently migrated BPH strain, which arrived in Japan in 2006 using preliminary near-isogenic lines (pre-NILs) and a preliminary pyramided line (pre-PYL) carrying these loci.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Plant materials {#Sec3}
---------------

To perform the QTL analysis for resistance to BPH, we used an F~2~ population derived from a cross between a susceptible *japonica* cultivar, Taichung 65 (T65), and a resistant *indica* cultivar, ADR52, that was previously reported to be resistant to the whitebacked planthopper (*Sogatella furcifera* \[Horváth\]). Some F~1~ plants were also backcrossed with T65 to generate a BC~1~F~1~ population. A total of 10 BC~1~F~1~ plants were backcrossed with T65 as the recurrent parent to generate 10 BC~2~F~1~ populations. A total of 93 BC~2~F~1~ plants were generated, and 27 of these plants that appeared promising on the basis of marker-assisted selection (MAS) using 10 SSR markers (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) were backcrossed with T65 to develop BC~3~F~1~ populations that were heterozygous for the targeted QTL regions on chromosomes 6 and 12. A total of 96 BC~3~F~1~ individuals were generated, and 12 of these that potentially carried segments of interest on chromosomes 6 and 12 were selected by MAS. The 12 selected BC~3~F~1~ plants that contained either *qBPH6* or *qBPH12* were self-pollinated to generate BC~3~F~2~ populations. We then analyzed two BC~3~F~2~ populations that were heterozygous for either *qBPH6* (BC~3~F~2~ 1) or *qBPH12* (BC~3~F~2~ 2) to map the BPH-resistance loci. Newly identified BPH-resistance loci were designated as *BPH25* and *BPH26*, according to the new nomenclature system (McCouch and CGSNL [@CR23]). These genes have been registered on-line at <http://shigen.lab.nig.ac.jp/rice/oryzabase_submission/gene_nomenclature/>.Table 1Simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers used in marker-assisted selection of genes for resistance to the brown planthopper, *Nilaparvata lugens* (Stål)MarkerResistance gene taggedNipponbare BAC or PACForward primer sequence (5′--3′)Reverse primer sequence (5′--3′)S00310*BPH25*AP002842CAACAAGATGGACGGCAAGGTTGGAAGAAAAGGCAGGCACRM6775*BPH25*AP002842GCAGATCAAGTATGCCTGCCTCGCTAGATAGGGGATGTGGRM6273*BPH25*AP002842TGCCTTCGCACTCCAGTCGACGAGAAGATCCTTGTCGGMSSR1*BPH25*AP002842CTAGCTGCTCTGCTCTGCTGCGGCAATCTCTCCGAATCRM8101*BPH25*AP000559CACTGACATAGCTAAGGTCTCATGTCTTATTGGTTAACTCGCTATTATAATGAGTTCGRM204*BPH25*AB026295GTGACTGACTTGGTCATAGGGGCTAGCCATGCTCTCGTACCRM309*BPH26*AL844497GTAGATCACGCACCTTTCTGGAGAAGGCCTCCGGTGAAGS20103*BPH26*AL831811GTTCGAGGGTAACCCGAAGGTCATCGCCTCGATCACACACRM5479*BPH26*AL844880CTAAGCTCACCATAGCAATCATACACTTCTCCCCTCTCTGMSSR2*BPH26*AL928754CATGTCGAAGAGGTTGCAGAGGTTTCATCCAAGTCCACGA*BAC* bacterial artificial chromosome, *PAC* P1 plasmid-derived artificial chromosome

We backcrossed the selected BC~3~F~1~ individuals with T65 to develop BC~4~F~1~ plants carrying the BPH-resistance genes *BPH25* and *BPH26* through MAS. Nine BC~4~F~1~ plants carrying the BPH-resistance genes (4 with *BPH25* and *BPH26*, 3 with *BPH25* only, and 2 with *BPH26* only) were selected and self-pollinated twice to produce the BC~4~F~3~ generation. Finally, we selected plants carrying the ADR52 alleles at *BPH25*, *BPH26*, or both loci as pre-NILs and a pre-PYL from the BC~4~F~3~ population using MAS. Myint et al. ([@CR28]) reported the lines (BC~4~F~2~) for both BPH-resistance genes and the developed lines with BPH resistance were designated as NILs or as a PYL. However, these BC~4~ progeny lines still have about 3% chromosomal segments from ADR52 and show delayed heading and hybrid sterility. Yara et al. ([@CR51]) demonstrated that *BPH25* and *BPH26* are linked to genes related to heading date and hybrid sterility, respectively. Thus, we renamed the NILs (Myint et al. [@CR28]) as preliminary NILs (pre-NILs) for BPH-resistance genes because of linkage drag due to the effects on heading date and hybrid sterility. In this paper, we also have changed the names of the genes and lines from *bph20*(t)--NIL to *BPH25*--pre-NIL, from *Bph21*(t)--NIL to *BPH26*--pre-NIL, and from *bph20*(t)/*Bph21*(t)--PYL to *BPH25*/*BPH26*--pre-PYL to avoid the confusion.

Insect strains {#Sec4}
--------------

The Chikugo-89 BPH population was collected in Chikugo (Fukuoka Pref., Japan) in 1989, and the Japan-KG-06 BPH population was collected in Minamisatsuma (Kagoshima Pref., Japan) in 2006. These populations have been maintained as laboratory strains by means of continuous rearing at 25 ± 1°C under a 16-h light/8-h dark photoperiod. Long-term mass rearing of BPH in the laboratory has not affected the virulence status of these strains against cultivars with differential resistance to BPH (Myint et al. [@CR29]). We used the Chikugo-89 strain to map the QTLs involved in the resistance of ADR52. The two BPH strains have different virulence characteristics on cultivars with differential resistance genes (Myint et al. [@CR29]). Chikugo-89 is virulent against Mudgo, which carries *Bph1*, but avirulent against ASD7, which carries *bph2*. This strain, which can survive on plants that carry *Bph1*, shows virulence characteristics equivalent to those of biotype 2. The Japan-KG-06 strain is virulent against both Mudgo and ASD7. This strain, which can survive on plants carrying *Bph1* or *bph2*, shows virulence characteristics equivalent to those of both biotype 2 and biotype 3. Thus, we used the Japan-KG-06 strain to monitor the current virulence status against the resistance genes *BPH25* and *BPH26*.

Evaluation of antibiosis against BPH {#Sec5}
------------------------------------

For our QTL analysis, we infested 81 F~2~ plants at the tillering stage with ten 2nd-instar BPH nymphs. Chikugo-89 strain of BPH was used for evaluating these plants. In this test, five leaf sheaths of plants were cut off and placed in test tubes containing 10 nymphs with five replications. Nymph mortality was scored 5 days after infestation (DAI). We performed the antibiosis test in the mapping population (BC~3~F~2~) and the virulence test against the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL using the method described by Tanaka ([@CR44]). In this approach, five brachypterous females, collected within 24 h after emergence, are released onto a single plant 1 month after sowing. Antibiosis is then scored from 3 to 5 DAI. Plants with adult BPH mortality of \<40% are categorized as susceptible, whereas those with adult mortality of \>70% are categorized as resistant. We also examined the shape of the female's abdomen as well as the adult mortality on the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL. Plants with females that had a heavily swollen abdomen (i.e., that produced viable eggs) or that survived for 5 days were defined as susceptible, whereas plants with females that died within 5 days or that did not have a swollen abdomen were considered to be resistant (Myint et al. [@CR28]).

Genotyping using SSR markers {#Sec6}
----------------------------

We extracted the total DNA from fresh leaves of the parental lines, F~2~, BC~3~F~2~, and BC~4~F~3~ plants using the potassium acetate method (Dellaporta et al. [@CR4]). We then determined the genotypes of the SSR loci in these plants. PCR amplification was performed in a Model 9700 PCR system (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA). The 15-μL PCR reaction mixture contained 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris--HCl (pH 9.0), 1.5 mM MgCl~2~, 200 μM dNTPs, 0.2 μM primers, 1 U Taq polymerase (Takara, Otsu, Shiga, Japan), and 5--10 μg/mL of genomic DNA as a template. The thermal cycler was programmed for a first denaturation step of 5 min at 94°C, followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 30 s, with no final extension. The SSR products were resolved in 4% agarose gels by means of electrophoresis at 250 V for 1 h in 0.5× Tris--borate--EDTA buffer. The gels were stained with ethidium bromide and photographed under ultraviolet light.

Construction of a linkage map and QTL analysis {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------

We constructed the genetic map of the F~2~ population using a total of 161 SSR markers distributed throughout the rice chromosomes (McCouch et al. [@CR24]; Temnykh et al. [@CR46]). We determined linkage of loci and map distances using Mapmaker/Exp 3.0 (Lander et al. [@CR22]). We used the nymph mortalities and the genotypic data of the F~2~ population derived from the cross between T65 and ADR52 for our QTL analysis. We conducted composite interval mapping using Windows QTL Cartographer V2.0 (Wang et al. [@CR48]). We calculated the critical threshold value of the logarithm of odds (LOD) score for QTL detection by conducting 1,000 permutation tests; this value equaled 2.9 at *P* \< 0.05.

Mapping of genes conferring BPH resistance {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------

We used the two BC~3~F~2~ populations for linkage analysis of the BPH-resistance genes and SSR markers. We used six SSR markers on chromosome 6 (S00310, RM6273, RM6775, MSSR1, RM8101, and RM204) and four markers (RM309, RM5479, S20103, and MSSR2) on chromosome 12 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Antibiosis of the most recently migrated BPH in the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We developed a *BPH25*--pre-NIL, a *BPH26*--pre-NIL, and a *BPH25*/*BPH26*--pre-PYL through continuous backcrossing with T65 as the recurrent parent, assisted by MAS. These lines were evaluated for BPH resistance at the tillering stage, with T65 used as a susceptible control. We evaluated the resistance to the most recently migrated BPH strain (Japan-KG-06) on the basis of the adult mortality rate and the presence or absence of a swollen abdomen 5 DAI. The data for Chikugo-89 was obtained from Myint et al. ([@CR28]) to allow comparison of the resistance levels between the Chikugo-89 and Japan-KG-06 strains. We used seven replicates in this experiment. We analyzed the data using one-way ANOVA and performed pairwise comparisons of treatment means using the Tukey--Kramer test (SAS Institute Inc. [@CR34]). We arcsine-transformed the adult mortality (%) before analysis.

Results {#Sec10}
=======

Detection of QTLs for antibiosis against BPH {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------

We performed QTL analysis for BPH nymph mortality in the F~2~ population to better understand the genetic basis of BPH resistance in ADR52. The resistant parent, ADR52, produced high nymph mortality (92%). The susceptible parent, T65, showed 0% nymph mortality. The F~1~ plants were only moderately resistant with 61% nymph mortality. The resistance was unstable and the range of nymph mortality among replications was wide (18--92%). The F~2~ population exhibited a continuous frequency distribution for nymph mortality, and did not show any discrete segregation (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We detected three QTLs (*qBPH5*, *qBPH6*, and *qBPH12*), with LOD scores of 3.2, 3.5, and 3.8, on chromosomes 5, 6, and 12, respectively (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We identified *qBPH5* within an interval flanked by RM459 and RM3351 on the long arm of chromosome 5; this QTL contributed 17.9% of the phenotypic variation. We detected *qBPH6* within an interval flanked by S00310 and RM8101 on the short arm of chromosome 6; this QTL contributed 19.1% of the phenotypic variation. We detected *qBPH12* within an interval flanked by RM3331 and S20103 on the long arm of chromosome 12; this QTL contributed 15.7% of the phenotypic variation. At the *qBPH6* and *qBPH12* loci, the presence of alleles from the resistant parent (ADR52) significantly increased antibiosis against BPH. The allele from the susceptible parent (T65) for the remaining QTL, *qBPH5*, also increased antibiosis against BPH. We did not investigate *qBPH5* any further in this study because it was already present in the T65 genetic background that was the recurrent backcross parent and did not increase resistance to the any BPH strains in the absence of the two new QTLs.Fig. 1Frequency distribution of nymph mortality of brown planthopper (Chikugo-89 strain) in the F~2~ population derived from T65 × ADR52. The *bars* indicate standard deviationsTable 2Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that conferred resistance to the brown planthopper, *Nilaparvata lugens* (Stål), in the F~2~ population derived from T65 × ADR52QTLChromosomeMarker intervalPeak LOD score^a^PEV (%)^b^Additive effect^c^*qBPH5*5RM459--RM33513.217.919.0*qBPH6*6S00310--RM81013.519.1--19.0*qBPH12*12RM3331--S201033.815.7--23.1^a^The critical threshold value of LOD was 2.9 at an experiment-wide significance level of *P* \< 0.05^b^Percentage of explained phenotypic variation^c^A negative value indicates the effect of the ADR52 alleleFig. 2Location of detected QTLs, those confer resistance to the brown planthopper. Three QTLs, *qBPH5*, *qBPH6*, and *qBPH12*, were located on the linkage maps of rice chromosomes 5, 6, and 12, respectively. The genome-wide linkage map was constructed by 161 SSR markers using an F~2~ population derived from T65 × ADR52. Critical threshold value of LOD score indicated by *horizontal lines* was equivalent to LOD = 2.9 at an experiment-wise significance level of 0.05

Mapping of BPH-resistance genes {#Sec12}
-------------------------------

We developed two nearly isogenic populations (carrying *qBPH6* or *qBPH12*) through advanced backcrossing and MAS. The two BC~3~F~2~ populations showed a clear bimodal distribution for adult mortality, which we classified into types with high and low adult mortality (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In population 1 (*qBPH6*), 16 plants showed high adult BPH mortality (100%) and 32 showed low mortality (\<40%), in agreement with a 1:3 segregation ratio (*χ*^2^ = 1.7, ns; Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), indicating that a single recessive gene controlled BPH resistance in this population. In population 2 (*qBPH12*), 41 plants showed high adult BPH mortality (\>80%) and 7 showed low mortality (0%), in agreement with a 3:1 segregation ratio (*χ*^2^ = 2.7, ns; Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), indicating that a single dominant gene controlled BPH resistance in this population.Fig. 3Frequency distributions of adult mortality of brown planthopper (Chikugo-89 strain) in the BC~3~F~2~ 1 population (**a**) segregated for *qBPH6* (SSR marker S00310 on chromosome 6) and in the BC~3~F~2~ 2 population (**b**) segregated for *qBPH12* (RM5479 on chromosome 12) respectively, derived from T65 × ADR52Table 3Segregation of the resistance to the brown planthopper in the BC~3~F~2~ populations derived from T65 × ADR52Population BC~3~F~2~Target QTLNumber of plants^a^Total plants*χ*^2^Segregation ratio for *χ*^2b^ (R:S)AABBAABbAAbbAaBBAaBbAabbaaBBaaBbaabb1*qBPH6*9 (S)----23 (S)----16 (R)----481.7^ns^1:32*qBPH12*7 (S)26 (R)15 (R)------------482.7^ns^3:1*ns* Not significant (at *P* \< 0.05), *R* resistant, *S* susceptible^a^"A" and "a" indicate the alleles of SSR marker *S00310* (chromosome 6) and "B" and "b" indicate alleles of SSR marker *RM5479* (chromosome 12). Capital and lower-case letters represent the T65 and ADR52 alleles, respectively^b^The segregation ratio for *χ*^2^ is not significantly different from that in the BC~3~F~2~ population

These results show that the presence of a recessive gene and a dominant gene in ADR52 contributes to the high level of resistance exhibited by this cultivar by causing high adult BPH mortality. We subsequently analyzed the BC~3~F~2~ populations for BPH-resistance genes using SSR markers near the *qBPH6* and *qBPH12* loci. The recessive *qBPH6* gene was linked with SSR marker S00310 on the distal end of the short arm of chromosome 6. Sixteen plants homozygous for the ADR52 allele at S00310 exhibited BPH resistance, with high adult mortality, whereas 32 plants that had either homozygous or heterozygous T65 alleles at S00310 were susceptible to BPH, with low adult mortality (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). To detect the location of the recessive gene, we conducted linkage analysis using the markers S00310, RM6273, RM6775, MSSR1, RM8101, and RM204. The genetic distances between RM8101 and the recessive gene and between RM8101 and RM204 were 1.8 and 3.2 cM, respectively (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). We designated the recessive gene as *BPH25*, according to the new nomenclature system proposed by McCouch and CGSNL ([@CR23]).Fig. 4Linkage maps indicating the positions of (**a**) *BPH25* and (**b**) *BPH26*, brown planthopper (BPH)-resistance genes on rice chromosomes 6 and 12, respectively. The framework maps at the left of the figures are quoted from Harushima et al. ([@CR8])

The dominant *qBPH12* gene co-segregated with SSR marker locus RM5479, on the long arm of chromosome 12. Forty-one plants with either homozygous or heterozygous ADR52 alleles at RM5479 exhibited BPH resistance, with high adult mortality, whereas seven plants with homozygous T65 alleles at RM5479 were susceptible to BPH, with low adult BPH mortality (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). To detect the location of the dominant gene, we conducted linkage analysis using the markers RM309, RM5479, S20103, and MSSR2. The genetic distances between the dominant gene and the two flanking SSR markers, RM309 and MSSR2, were 13.3 and 5.1 cM, respectively (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). We designated the dominant gene as *BPH26*.

On the basis of the markers flanking the resistance genes, we selected the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL from BC~4~ progeny. Four *BPH25*--pre-NILs that had homozygous ADR52 alleles at S00310, RM6273, RM6775, MSSR1, RM8101, and RM204 were selected. Similarly, seven *BPH26*--pre-NILs that had homozygous ADR52 alleles at RM309, RM5479, S20103, and MSSR2 were selected. Finally, four *BPH25*/*BPH26*--pre-PYLs that carried homozygous ADR52 alleles at six SSR markers near *BPH25* and at four SSR markers near *BPH26* were selected.

Characterization of resistance to the most recently migrated BPH strain (Japan-KG-06) in the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The resistance of the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL was evaluated using the most recently migrated BPH strain (Japan-KG-06). Very low proportions of Japan-KG-06 females died on the pre-NILs that carried a single resistance gene (14.3% for *BPH25* and 11.4% for *BPH26*; Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a), and these proportions did not differ significantly from the proportion (8.6%) on T65, which was used to confirm susceptibility. In contrast, a high proportion of females died on the pre-PYL that carried both *BPH25* and *BPH26*, at a level not significantly different from that on ADR52 (82.9 and 94.3%, respectively; Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). The Japan-KG-06 females on the pre-NILs that carried only a single resistance gene developed a swollen abdomen within 5 DAI (63% for *BPH25* and 86% for *BPH26*; Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b), at levels similar to that on T65 (86%), although the proportion was significantly smaller on the line carrying *BPH25*. In contrast, females on the pre-PYL that carried both genes and on ADR52 did not show a swollen abdomen (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 5**a** Adult mortality (%) of brown planthopper and **b** the proportion of BPH females with a swollen abdomen (%) 5 DAI on the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL of rice carrying BPH-resistance genes. The scores for Chikugo-89 strain were obtained from Myint et al. ([@CR28]). The scores for Japan-KG-06 strain were obtained in the present study. Values represent mean and standard deviations (*n* = 7). Mean labeled with the same letters do not differ significantly in **a** and **b**, respectively (*P* \< 0.01, Tukey--Kramer test)

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

Our main findings are (1) the identification of two loci for BPH resistance that were derived from a highly resistant cultivar (ADR52) and (2) the effectiveness of the pre-PYL for resistance against the most recently migrated BPH strain (Japan-KG-06) in Japan. We have renamed the BPH-resistance loci according to the new gene nomenclature system for rice proposed by McCouch and CGSNL ([@CR23]) to avoid confusion among the different loci for BPH resistance. In our previous study, the genes *BPH25* and *BPH26* from ADR52 had been tentatively named *bph20*(t) and *Bph21*(t) (Myint et al. [@CR28]). However, Rahman et al. ([@CR32]) reported the same gene nomenclature in a different donor, IR71033-121-15. In addition, *Bph22*(t) and *Bph23*(t) (Ram et al. [@CR33]) and *Bph24*(t) (Deen et al. [@CR3]) have already been designated. We have therefore revised the gene names by renaming *bph20*(t) as *BPH25* and *Bph21*(t) as *BPH26* and have registered these gene names in Oryzabase (Yamazaki et al. [@CR49]: <http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/rice/oryzabase/>).

A number of genes conferring resistance to BPH have been reported on the same chromosomes as *BPH25* and *BPH26*. Among them, *Bph3* and *bph4* were mapped on chromosome 6. *Bph3*, a major resistance gene derived from the Sri Lankan cultivar Rathu Heenati, was recently mapped between markers RM19291 and RM8072 (a 190-kbp distance) on the short arm of chromosome 6 (Jairin et al. [@CR14]), *bph4*, which was derived from Babawee, was identified in nearly the same region as *Bph3* (Jairin et al. [@CR15]; Kawaguchi et al. [@CR18]). In the present study, we mapped a recessive gene conferring resistance to BPH at SSR markers S00310, RM589, and RM588. In the Nipponbare genome sequence, RM8072 is located near the RM589 locus (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, b). The chromosomal location of *BPH25* is very close to that of *Bph3* and *bph4*. We tentatively named the gene *BPH25* to distinguish it from the previously mapped *Bph3* and *bph4* genes because of the difficulty of distinguishing among the *Bph3*, *bph4*, and *BPH25* loci. Fine-scale mapping of these resistance loci will offer the most promising approach to clarifying their allelic relationship.Fig. 6Comparison between the chromosomal locations of (**a**) *BPH25* (present study) and (**b**) *Bph3* (Jairin et al. [@CR14]) and *bph4* (Jairin et al. [@CR15]) on the short arm of chromosome 6; and the chromosomal locations of (**c**) *BPH26* (present study) and (**d**) *Bph18*(t) (Jena et al. [@CR17]) and *Bph1* (Cha et al. [@CR1]) on the long arm of chromosome 12. The *black arrows* indicate the locations of the genes. The *crosshatched bar* indicates the location of the peak LOD in the QTL analysis

Rice chromosome 12 is the most important for BPH resistance, as several of its loci have been reported to confer BPH resistance: *Bph1* (Hirabayashi and Ogawa [@CR9]; Kim and Sohn [@CR21]; Park et al. [@CR30]; Sharma et al. [@CR35]), *bph2* (Murai et al. [@CR25]; Murata et al. [@CR26]; Sun et al. [@CR43]), *Bph9* (Murata et al. [@CR27]; Su et al. [@CR41]), *Bph10*(t) (Ishii et al. [@CR12]), *Bph16*(t) (Hirabayashi et al. [@CR10]), *Bph18*(t) (Jena et al. [@CR17]), and *Bph21*(t) (Rahman et al. [@CR32]). Comparison of the chromosomal locations between the dominant gene that we report here and the previously identified genes on the long arm of chromosome 12 was difficult because of the low-precision mapping of the loci in the previous studies, except for *Bph18*(t) and *Bph1*. The major resistance gene *Bph18*(t) has been identified in an introgression line (IR65482-7-216-1-2) that inherited the gene from the wild species *O. australiensis*. *Bph18*(t) was localized within a 0.843-Mb physical interval that included three BAC clones between the flanking markers RM6869 and R10289S on the long arm of chromosome 12. On the basis of gene annotation information from TIGR (<http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/index.shtml>), a sequence-tagged-site (STS) marker (7312.T4A) derived from a putative resistance gene within the BAC clone OSJNBa0028L05 was linked to *Bph18*(t) (Jena et al. [@CR17]). *Bph1*, which was derived from Mudgo, has been identified between the STS markers pBPH4 and pBPH14 (Cha et al. [@CR1]). These *Bph1*-flanking markers were located between RM6869 and R10289S, and more specifically between 7312.T4A and R10289S. Here, we mapped the dominant gene *BPH26* between the SSR markers RM309 and MSSR2 at distances of 13.3 and 5.1 cM, respectively, from the two markers on the long arm of rice chromosome 12. In the Nipponbare genome sequence, RM6869 and R10289S are located between RM309 and RM5479. The chromosomal location of *BPH26* is close to those of *Bph18*(t) and *Bph1* (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, d). We tentatively named this gene *BPH26* because of the difficulty of distinguishing among the *Bph18*(t), *Bph1*, and *BPH26* loci. Map-based cloning represents the most promising approach to isolating BPH-resistance genes, and we are currently constructing a high-resolution linkage map to isolate *BPH26*.

Biotype selection, in which the insect overcomes host resistance as a result of selection against virulent insect genotypes, has been one of the most serious problems encountered in plant breeding for varietal resistance. The virulence of BPH populations has changed drastically since the 1970s, when commercial rice cultivars carrying the resistance genes *Bph1* and *bph2* were released and widely cultivated (Sogawa [@CR37]). The BPH that immigrated into Japan became virulent against plants carrying *Bph1* in the latter half of the 1980s (Sogawa [@CR38]), and became highly virulent against rice cultivars carrying both *Bph1* and *bph2* in the latter half of the 1990s (Tanaka and Matsumura [@CR45]). Myint et al. ([@CR29]) recently confirmed the above-mentioned evidence using laboratory strains of BPH: the BPH strains collected in 1966, 1989, 1999, and 2005 in Japan showed different virulence characteristics against rice differential cultivars. They demonstrated that the 1966 BPH strain (Japan-Hatano-66) was avirulent against both *Bph1* and *bph2*. On the other hand, the 1989 BPH strain (Japan-Chikugo-89) was virulent against *Bph1* but avirulent against *bph2*. In addition, the 1999 BPH strain (Japan-Isahaya-99) and the 2005 BPH strain (Japan-Nishigoshi-05) were virulent against both *Bph1* and *bph2*. Myint et al. ([@CR28]) demonstrated that the Hatano-66 and Chikugo-89 strains were avirulent against *BPH25* and *BPH26* both separately and together, and that the Isahaya-99 strain was virulent against *BPH25* and *BPH26* separately, but avirulent against both together. The virulence pattern of the most recently migrated BPH strain in Japan (Japan-KG-06) was equivalent to that of Isahaya-99 on the basis of the adult survivorship and development of the female abdomen on the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Pyramiding host--plant resistance genes for insect pests is one of the most effective approaches in plant breeding. Sharma et al. ([@CR36]) reported the pyramiding of BPH-resistance genes through MAS. However, the PYL with *Bph1* and *bph2* showed the same level of BPH resistance as a line carrying *Bph1* alone owing to a lack of BPH strains that were virulent against *Bph1* and *bph2*. Fujita et al. ([@CR5]) demonstrated that the pyramiding of two dominant genes, *Grh2* and *Grh4*, that confer resistance to the green rice leafhopper (GRH, *Nephotettix cincticeps* Uhler) provided a higher level of antibiosis against a non-selective strain of GRH than a line carrying only one of these two resistance genes. Similarly, three PYLs (which carry *Grh2* and *Grh6*, *Grh4* and *Grh6*, and *Grh5* and *qGRH4*) showed epistatic effects of gene pyramiding (Fujita et al. [@CR6]).

We developed pre-NILs and a pre-PYL carrying *BPH25* and *BPH26* through MAS using SSR markers tightly linked to the resistance genes by continuous backcrossing with a susceptible *japonica* cultivar (T65). When we evaluated the current virulence status of BPH against *BPH25* and *BPH26* using the virulent BPH strain Japan-KG-06, the pre-NILs that carried only *BPH25* or *BPH26* were susceptible to Japan-KG-06, but the pre-PYL that carried both had a high level of resistance to this strain (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This result was comparable to the one that Myint et al. ([@CR28]) demonstrated previously, in which the pre-NILs and the pre-PYL for *BPH25* and *BPH26* produced high adult mortality of the Chikugo-89 strain and no development of the female abdomen (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, our results suggest that the combination of *BPH25* and *BPH26* conferred a high level of resistance to this most recently arrived BPH strain. The pyramiding of resistance genes is obviously an advantageous strategy for increasing the durability of resistance, as it is less likely for insects to simultaneously overcome two or more resistance genes.
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